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Spanish Language (1 &amp; 2) Free Practice Test So, are you ready to test the water? Take this exercise quiz and assess your preparation level before deling into deeper study. All test questions are in a multiple-choice format with a correct answer and four incorrect options. The following are examples
of the types of questions that may occur in the exam. Note: Please note that we cannot guarantee the accuracy of this quiz, so we recommend that you also go through a cross-practice check. The CollegeBoard offers a good one that we will share in the area of resources below. Both like me. A Carmen.
None of them like me. A Luis. (Spokesman) We took to the streets to ask people what their opinion of the new hotel in the city centre is. - (Carmen) Actually, I think it's a very nice hotel. Its architecture and design are very modern and make you feel like you are travelling through Europe. This hotel shows
that there are still people who are interested in investing in our country, which I think is exactly what we need. Tourism must be revived as the main source of income, and so our economy will become stronger and stronger. Good job! - (Luis) Mr President, I would like to I don't like it at all! I work in the
post office, in the city centre and now the traffic has tripled to get to my job. I find it unnecessary to add more complications in the city center, which is already the most congested place of all. Why not build a hotel on the outskirts of the city? It would be much better to have a place to escape on weekends
without dirty roads or annoying noises. Correct answer: B. A Carmen. Explanation: Now is the time to compare the opinions of two different people regarding a new hotel in the city. The key factor in understanding this question is not to look for a cookie-cutter answer among the options, but to be able to
capture the perception of individuals according to the adjectives they use to describe the hotel and evaluate its advantages and disadvantages. Who likes it the most? You tell me! On the beach to hear the waves of the sea. On the outskirts of the city to escape the Rutin The city center is a perfect location
on the mountain, close to the animals. (Spokesman) We took to the streets to ask people what their opinion of the new hotel in the city centre is. - (Carmen) Actually, I think it's a very nice hotel. Its architecture and design are very modern and make you feel like you are travelling through Europe. This hotel
shows that there are still people who are interested in investing in our country, which Is what I that is exactly what we need. Tourism must be revived as the main source of income, and so our economy will become stronger and stronger. Good job! - (Luis) Mr President, I would like to I don't like it for I
work in the post office, in the city centre and now the traffic has tripled to get to my job. I find it unnecessary to add more complications in the city center, which is already the most congested place of all. Why not build a hotel on the outskirts of the city? It would be much better to have a place to escape on
weekends without dirty roads or annoying noises. Correct answer: B. On the outskirts of the city to escape the Rutin explanation: preferences, suggestions. It's time to see if you understand conditional clauses in Spanish (verb-a). In one of the paragraphs (note: it is the second) the speaker talks about the
ideal location for the new famous hotel. Where should it be? Why? At this point, you should have noticed that Mr Luis is not very satisfied with the new arrival in the city centre because of the disruptioncaused by it. He says the hotel can be anywhere, but it should not cause any disturbances and allow the
guest to find peace. Isn't the landscape the best option? Mr Luis thinks so! And we agree. Learning Intent Attention Apprehension Three years ago I lived in the United States. There I was part of something bigger and more valuable than me. I had the opportunity to ______9______ a group of friends from
all over the world who taught me that love has no limits and honesty does not lend ______10___________________________________________________________________________________________.-------------------------------------------- Correct answer: C. Attention Explanation: Vocabulary,
Vocabulary, Vocabulary. We were given four options: intent, learning, attention and arrest. In the meantime, you need to understand that he/she is talking about the variety of friends he/she has found while studying abroad, and what is the most valuable feature? That no one cares that they are all
different. From the four options would be the formed presumption that the answer must be a Nov (either A or C), since the action is already specified; and you never pay intentions! You pay attention, am I right? You have to be an acting student, have time and live in Caracas. You must be 18 to 25 years
old and interested in the social sciences. You must study at the University of Santa Maria and be in the fifth semester. You have to study proactively, spontaneously and acting. Would you like to participate in plays? YOU ARE LOOKING FOR ACTOR FOR THEATRE WORK If you are between 18 and 25
years old and interested in the world of acting... this is your chance! We are an acting company with 25 years of market experience and around 20 employees. Would you like to take part in such important works as Romeo and Juliet? What do we need? that you are a student of the performing arts, are not
afraid of the stage, entrepreneurial and very passionate We will have castings Mondays and Thursdays from 2 a.m. to 4 a.m. late and you will find us on the second floor of the Lomas de la Lagunita Shopping Center, 2nd floor, office 2C. Call us! 0416815924. Correct answer: D. They must be proactive,
spontaneous, and academic. Explanation: Looking for a new job again? Well, this exercise is amazing for you. In this vacancy, they offer a place in an acting agency and describe the necessary qualities of the applicants. As you may notice, the qualities you need for this job are beyond the standard (age,
college degree, etc.) and you should be able to recognize what extra features you need to get the place in the agency. Are you only looking for students from a particular university, background, age or city? Or are they looking for proactive, learning-minded individuals? None of the above. The industri
trade. Tourism. (Spokesman) We took to the streets to ask people what their opinion of the new hotel in the city centre is. - (Carmen) Actually, I think it's a very nice hotel. Its architecture and design are very modern and make you feel like you are travelling through Europe. This hotel shows that there are
still people who are interested in investing in our country, which I think is exactly what we need. Tourism must be revived as the main source of income, and so our economy will become stronger and stronger. Good job! - (Luis) Mr President, I would like to I don't like it at all! I work in the post office, in the
city centre and now the traffic has tripled to get to my job. I find it unnecessary to add more complications in the city center, which is already the most congested place of all. Why not build a hotel on the outskirts of the city? It would be much better to have a place to escape on weekends without dirty
roads or annoying noises. Correct answer: D. Tourism. Explanation: Let's make it a push and start confronting a more sophisticated language. In this case, you need to know who is talking about issues like the economy (yes, you guessed it. It is Mrs Carmen). In the interview, she explains why the hotel is
so beneficial to the country's GDP, and it has a lot to do with people with cameras and fanny packs. Is it known? Of course we are talking about tourism! There are two glasses there. No thank you. I don't like sugar. Yes, there is a lot of light. In the fridge. The cold keeps the ants away. Correct answer: D.
In the fridge. The cold keeps the ants away. Explanation: You probably doubted for a minute when you saw the word sugar in two of the options, right? However, you need to be very aware, because this is not a closed which usually begins with the verb, the main action of the sentence. How can you
assess what kind of question is involved? As in English, noting that the it has a Wh question word (Donde= where). They also give you some additional information in the form of complements (additions) that complete the idea of the requested information. Encontrar Encontre Encuentro Encontraba Hace
tres a'os yo vivi en Estados Unidos. Alla, formé parte de algo més grande y valioso que yo. Tuve la oportunidad de ________ un grupo de amigos de todas partes del mundo, que me ense'aron que el amor no tiene fronteras y la honestidad no presta _____10______ a razas ni credos. Correct answer: A.
Encontrar Explanation: The general recommendation for this type of exercises is to always be aware of the context. First, you need to read the whole passage (also with the blanks) to understand the general idea. Who speaks? Where is she/he? Does she speak in a third person? What voltage is used?
Etc. In this case, he/she speaks in the first person about a rewarding experience that took place three years ago. Why choose encontrar in infinitive, and not encuentro or encontré; Easy! It is not the main action of the proposition (i.e. not the main verb) that is tuve (had), therefore it must not be
conjugated. Formar parte de un nuevo negocio de comid Ensenar a un grupo de baile. Formar parte de una agencia de actuacion. Viajar por el mundo. Quieres participar en obras de teatro? SE BUSCA ACTOR PARA OBRA DE TEATRO Si tienes entre 18 y 25 a'os y te interesa el mundo de la
actuacién... Somos una compaéa de actuacién con 25 aéos de experiencia en el mercado y un personal de aproximadamente 20 actores. Quieres participar en obras tan importantes como Romeo y Julieta? Qué necesitamos? que seas estudiante de Artes Escénicas, no le tengas miedo al escenario,
seas emprendedor y muy apasionado. Tendremos castings los d'as lunes y jueves de 2 a 4 de la tarde y nos puedes encontrar en el segundo piso del Centro Comercial Lomas de la Lagunita, piso 2, oficina 2C. Ll'manos! 0416815924. Correct answer: C. Formar parte de una agencia de actuacion.
Explanation: This is the last type of exercise you complete on your CLEP test, and it's the most comprehensive. Questions and answers will not be based on literal sections of the passages; here is your chance to prove that you really understand and are able to analize information in Spanish. In this
vacancy, they offer a place in an acting agency and describe the necessary qualities of the applicants. What requirements do you need to meet? Well, is it traveling? (Option A), I don't think so; Dance? (Option B), certainly not; a food business? (Option D) no sir! Option C is the one that indicates that the
possibility is to be part of an acting agency. hablo. llamo. volvio. llamo. (Spokesman) Fuimos a las calles a preguntarles a las personas was his opinién with to the new hotel in the city centre. - (Carmen) Actually, I think it's a very nice hotel. Its architecture and design are very modern and make you feel
like you are travelling through Europe. This hotel shows that there are still people who are interested in investing in our country, which I think is exactly what we need. Tourism must be revived as the main source of income, and so our economy will become stronger and stronger. Good job! - (Luis) Mr
President, I would like to I don't like it at all! I work in the post office, in the city centre and now the traffic has tripled to get to my job. I find it unnecessary to add more complications in the city center, which is already the most congested place of all. Why not build a hotel on the outskirts of the city? It would
be much better to have a place to escape on weekends without dirty roads or annoying noises. Correct answer: D. called. Explanation: This section of the test is pretty simple. Think of two things: be aware of the context and be very vigilant with the tensions. In this case, the question is in a simple form of
the past, which, as I have already warned you, sets an accent most of the time. So, don't fall into the trap and be confused with Option C! Because it is the same verb call (to call), but conjugated in the first person for simple presence senz. (Spokesman) We took to the streets to ask people what their
opinion of the new hotel in the city centre is. - (Carmen) Actually, I think it's a very nice hotel. Its architecture and design are very modern and make you feel like you are travelling through Europe. This hotel shows that there are still people who are interested in investing in our country, which I think is
exactly what we need. Tourism must be revived as the main source of income, and so our economy will become stronger and stronger. Good job! - (Luis) Mr President, I would like to I don't like it at all! I work in the post office, in the city centre and now the traffic has tripled to get to my job. I find it
unnecessary to add more complications in the city center, which is already the most congested place of all. Why not build a hotel on the outskirts of the city? It would be much better to have a place to escape on weekends without dirty roads or annoying noises. Correct answer: B. called. Explanation: This
section of the test is pretty simple. Think of two things: be aware of the context and be very vigilant with the tensions. In this case, the question is in a simple form of the past, which, as I have already warned you, sets an accent most of the time. So, fall trap and you will be confused with Option C!
Because it is the same verb call (to call), but conjugated in the first person for simple presence senz. Thank you for the invitation. Yes, I'm leaving. Tomorrow afternoon. In the Los Caobos. Correct answer: C. Manana por la tarde. Explanation: On this question, the speaker tries to find out when the party
is. Do you remember when I told you to keep an eye on the interrogating words? (Wh- Question words) good, now you see! The interrogation word Cuéndo means when, so when you come across that word, rest assured that you will have to respond with a certain time of day, a date, a month, or a day of
the week. Porque estaba ocupada haciendo los deberes de la universidad. Porque quiero hacer jugo para mi mama. Alejandra comio palomitas de maiz. No, empezo a las 4 p.m. Correct answer: A. Porque estaba ocupada haciendo los deberes de la universidad. Explanation: Well, let's mix the times a
little bit. Yes, this is a question with the Wh question word, but why you have to look beyond that specific word and realize that the question is asked in the past. Porque quiero might answer the why, but it doesn't meet the information required for the rest of the question, which is the explanation for why the
woman skipped a day in the cinema the day before. So why didn't it go out? Jueves. Ayer. supermercado. carcel. (Spokesman) Fuimos a las calltares a las personas cuél era su opinién con respecto al nuevo hotel en el centro de la ciudad. - (Carmen) Realmente, yo considero que es un hotel muy bonito.
Su arquitectura y diseéo son muy modernos y te hacen sentir como si estuvieses de viaje por Europa. Este hotel demuestra que todavéa hay gente interesada en invertir en nuestro paés, lo cual, en mi opinién, es justo lo que necesitamos. Hay que revivir el turismo como fuente principal de ingresos y
asé nuestra economéa sera cada vez més fuerte. Buen trabajo! - (Luis) Mr President, I would like to No me gusta para nada! Yo trabajo en la oficina postal, en el centro de la ciudad y ahora el tréfico para llegar a mi trabajo se ha triplicado. Me parece innecesario agregar m es complicaciones al centro
de la ciudad, que ya de por si es el lugar més congestionado de todos. Por qué no construyen un hotel a las afueras? Sera mucho mejor tener un lugar a donde escapar los fines de semana, sin calles sucias ni ruidos molestos. Correct answer: C. supermercado. Explanation: It's vocabulary time! In this
case, we talk about where we find what we need to cook delicious lasagna, which means we're talking about a place. Now you can ask: How do I know that the question speaks about a place when the word Donde is nowhere to be found? Among the options, yes, you will find words to display the time
(ayer, jueves), but note the important presence of a preposition en in the clause, which means in/at, that is, to display location. The rest is pure logic, of all options the supermarket (supermercado) is the right answer. Answer.
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